Why Keep Silent Online? Voices from Stay-at-home Postgraduate Students
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Abstract

Online classroom silence is an overlooked site of research irrespective of the growing popularity of online teaching in today’s education. Against this background, this study showcases why a group of postgraduate students keep silent in their online classes through classroom observation, stimulated recall interviews and in-depth interviews. Reasons found are classified into three categories: the peculiarity of online class, the uniqueness of postgraduate academic lesson, and other general reasons resembling the ones in the traditional classroom. In addition, these factors are found to be interconnected and sometimes exerting both positive and negative effects; unexpectedly, the factor of ‘losing face’, contrary to previous studies, is trivial in contributing to postgraduate students’ online-classroom silence.
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1. Introduction

The outbreak of Covid-2019 leaves nearly all students and teachers in China and even the whole world taking class online. Faced with such global health emergency, education has avoided being suspended via adopting computer-mediated online teaching. Online classroom, in this case, is of great significance. Besides, with the progress of technology and education, lecturing without space limitation is more extensively pursued. Online classroom is more frequently employed and is bound to be a popularity in education.

Silence is an indispensable aspect of instruction. Previous research on silence has focused on social and cultural phenomena of foreign students abroad (e.g., King, 2013; Liu, 2001; Hu & Fell-Eisentkraft, 2003). Studies on ESL or EFL students in China have shown that their limited English language skills and ability to communicate among their peers and instructors was a major cause of classroom silence (Jackson, 2002; Liu & Littlewood, 1997; Ping, 2010). However, most of these studies focus only on undergraduate students instead of students in other academic level; also, nearly all studies are conducted in the setting of traditional face-to-face classroom, but online classroom is barely explored.

Clearly, silence is not unique to face-to-face instruction; silence is also experienced in online communication (Zembylas & Vrasidas, 2005); and it is largely evaluated in terms of class participation (Bista, 2012). Teachers encourage their students to participate orally in class discussions and they also assign daily participation grades (Howard & Henney, 1998). However, it has been pointed out that the existing literature on online education has neglected or oversimplified the role of silence; for example, silence has been merely linked with either non-participation or marginalization (Conrad, 2002; Daisley, 1996; Feenberg, 2001). To argue against this bias, many scholars has pointed out that silence sometimes also serves as a rich communicative resource in understanding the subject matter and as a power to motivate students’ learning (Jaworski & Sachdev, 1998; Lickerman, 2009; Armstrong, 2007). In light of these arguments, therefore, this study intends to identify the role of silence in online class by investigating three postgraduate students’ silence in postgraduate level online classes.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Definition of Classroom Silence

"Classroom silence" is defined variously across different contexts. Scholars in China are more likely to view silence as a non-verbal state. For example, silence is defined as "the silent and non-fixed semantic non-verbal communication
behaviors presented by teachers and students in the classroom teaching environment” (Liu, 2005, P.9). Qiao (2008) believed that students’ silence in class is a kind of silent behavior, which represents their inability, unwillingness or avoidance. Teng (2009) also pointed out that silence in class is a psychological state and behavior of students, in which they are unwilling to participate in teaching activities.

However, this paper would like to distinguish “silence” from “non-verbal” in online classroom scenarios. “Non-verbal” refers to an objective state possessing no sound, which is always used interchangeably with ‘silence’ in the educational setting. However, in online classroom settings, interactions sometimes are achieved by “literal discussion”. Many students tend to respond to teachers through the online function of “literal chatting”, which requires no verbal response. Therefore, online classroom silence in this paper, based on definitions given by previous scholars, will be defined as ‘no verbal nor literal response from students when teachers initiate an interaction.’

2.2 Previous Studies on Classroom Silence

Silence in the institutional setting was neglected since early years (Jaworski, 2005). Though overlooked, a majority of the studies on silence focus on English language teaching, basically among English as second language learners. Most studies related to ESL students show that students’ limited English language skills and ability to communicate among their peers and instructors was a major underlying cause of classroom silence (Jackson, 2002; Liu & Littlewood, 1997; Teng, 2009; Ping, 2010; Wu, 2019). Some research on Chinese students argue that they were intentionally silent in the classroom because they preferred less frequent participation and offered brief responses to avoid being labeled as a “show-off” to their Chinese peers (Liu & Littlewood, 1997), or to avoid losing face in class (Pu, 2009). There are also studies highlight the contribution of external factors, for example, the Confucian cultural heritage, in which Chinese students experienced teacher-centered instruction and placed a great degree of respect on their teachers for their wisdom and knowledge (Spizzica, 1997; Kirkbride, Tang & Westwood, 1991; Carson & Nelson, 1996), the reactions of professors and peer students in the classroom (Rachel Zhou, Knoke, & Sakamoto, 2005), and the way teachers organize the class and ask questions (Chaudron, 1998; Tsui, 1996). Harumi (2010), however, tend to take a holistic perspective, maintains that at the roots of silence inside the EFL classrooms were linguistic factors (limited vocabulary, expression, grammar, etc.), psychological factors (shyness, boredom, lack of confidence, etc.), and socio-cultural factors (Confucian ethics, classroom atmosphere, etc.).

Though insightful, these studies are conducted in traditional face-to-face classroom settings. Online teachers often run into issues of nonparticipation and unresponsiveness of the online students (Beaudoin, 2002; Benfield, 2000; Jones, 1999; Zembylas & Vrasidas, 2005). As aforementioned, the existing literature on online education has neglected or oversimplified the role of silence; for instance, silence has been merely linked with either non-participation or marginalization (Conrad, 2002; Daisley, 1996; Feenberg, 2001). In addition to the perception of silence as non-participation, silence in online occasions is also interpreted as a consequence of exclusion and silencing (Zembylas & Vrasidas, 2005). However, in spite of studies into online silence from different perspectives, few studies explore the reasons behind online classroom silence. An exception can be found in Kalman (2008), which revealed several categories of online classroom silence, shed some lights on the cause of online silence but did not explicitly investigate the specific reasons behind.

As the case in traditional classroom, the revelation of the variable reasons behind online silence is critical to enhancing the quality online teaching; whereas the silence phenomenon in online teaching is relatively underexplored. Based on the literature reviewed, the author contends that exploring the reasons underlying online classroom silence is essential and urgent in today’s increasingly prosperous and indispensable online education.

3. Methodology

3.1 Objective and Research Questions

The participants of the present study are 3 postgraduate students in China who study in their first year of English Education. Due to the outbreak of Covid-2019, they all have been taking online class since the end of March of 2020. TengXun Class, TengXun Meeting, Raining Meeting as well as Zoom are the main online tools employed in their class. Both English and Chinese are used in their class, and English language dominates the classes. What makes the investigation available is that the author has established a rapport with these participants since early times. In addition, the author is able to be one of the attendants of the online class they’ve taken, which helps the author better collect and understand the data.

The reasons for selecting postgraduate level class in this study are, for one thing, postgraduate students is an ignored group in relevant research, and for another, postgraduate level class is often a place where intense communication is needed for academic purpose, which endows this research with sufficient ‘class participation’ moments. Through the observations of classroom sessions and stimulated retrospective accounts of the students as well as in-depth interview,
the study intends to identify reasons for students’ silence through the following two research questions:
1) What are the postgraduate students’ perceptions about their silence in online class?
2) What are the reasons for the postgraduate students’ silence in online class?

3.2 Data Collection

Three forms of data are collected, i.e., classroom observation, stimulated recall interview and in-depth interview. The purpose of online classroom observation is to provide a guidance for the following stimulated recall interview. The stimulated recall interview is conducted to access students’ concurrent interpretations of their classroom performances especially their silence episodes, as a result of which the direct reasons for students’ silence will be figured out. The final in-depth interview intends to obtain participant’s overall perceptions over the silence phenomenon in online class, which enables the author get a deeper and broader understanding into the reasons behind and also make a supplement to the previous stimulated recall interview.
1) Online classroom observation and recording

The classes of the two courses taught by different teachers, namely Sociolinguistics and Textual analysis in English Education, are to be screen recorded through the recording app EV Recording. The screen recordings cover half of the lessons of the whole semester, which amounts to 14 classes, 21 hours in total. Based on the redefinition of online silence mentioned above, the author inspects the recordings right away after the class and weed out the ones that lack interactions or silence moments. Eventually there are only seven pieces of class recording lasting for 10.5 hours that are considered useful for the present research.

2) Stimulated recall interviews

Based on the class recordings as well as the classroom participation of the author herself, three participants are invited to have a stimulated recall interview with the author through phone call. To ensure the participant’s fresh memory, each round of the interview is done within two days after they took the class. During the interview, the author encourages them to elaborate on their class participation experiences especially their silent moments. The questions focus on how they feel especially at their silent moments and why they keep silent in that particular class. Finally, seven rounds of stimulated interview for each participant (21 rounds in total) are conducted, each of which lasted no more than 20 minutes. All of the interviews are recorded and transcribed for further analysis.

3) In-depth interview

At the end of the semester, the participants are invited for a further in-depth interview through phone call, which lasts for 40-60 minutes for each participant. The aim is to figure out their overall perceptions about their performances in online classes during the whole semester, and silent moment again is emphasized during the interview. Therefore, in order to obtain a deeper communication with the participants, in this stage the interview questions are much broader designed and are sent to participants in advance. All of the interviews are recorded and transcribed for further analysis.

3.3 Data Analysis

1) Transcription

The recordings are transcribed through an online APP XunFeiTingJian. Then after the correcting of some errors and further confirmation from participants, the transcripts are modified and improved, which exceed 30,000 words. At last, these transcripts are renamed and numbered, in which the basic information including the interview time as well as participants’ name and gender are included.

2) Coding

The first step is to read the transcripts extensively in order to obtain a general understanding of the participants’ experiences and make notes about the author’s first impression. In the subsequent careful readings, the author codes the words that explain why the participants keep silent or speak out in classes, the words repeated by the participants, and also the words that surprise the author or remind the author of something that appears in other research. Finally the transcripts are reread and the last step is repeated.

3) Categorizing

All the codes are listed in a blank paper and color-coded. In total 44 codes are concluded from the stimulated recall interviews and 120 codes are found out from the in-depth interview. Using the color-coded lists, the author looks for common issues and themes across the cases so as to group the issues into larger categories. Then each transcript is read again to compare and contrast the statements with the categories that emerged. In the end, nine themes subsuming to three broad categories are figured out.
4. Research Findings

There are finally nine themes emerging from the data that help to interpret the reasons behind online classroom silence, which can be further classified from three different perspectives. These include aspects as 1) the peculiarity of online class, which includes the reasons as a) the mechanical organization of online class, b) the face-hiding feature of online class, and c) teachers’ inexperience in taking online class; 2) the uniqueness of postgraduate academic lesson, including the reason as a) the degree of difficulty of the course content, b) student’s commitment to their preview or preparation before the class, and c) students’ sense of responsibility; 3) the general reasons as a) teachers’ mode of teaching, b) the classroom atmosphere, and c) the personal capability of students.

4.1 The Peculiarity of Online Class

1) The mechanical organization of online class

Some of the participants seem to express their unsatisfaction toward the inconvenience of online interactions, which prevents them from initatively posing questions in class and interacting with classmates. One of the participants, Robert (pseudonym), described his failed experience in trying to actively interacting in online class:

I used to propose questions in class whenever I felt confused or curious, I mean, in traditional face-to-face classroom. It was free to do so. Even sometimes when the professor saw a puzzled frown in my face he would ask me if I had any questions. However, in this semester’s online class, I never did this unless the professor asked all of us if there were any questions and clicked the button of ‘allowing hands-up’ in the online teaching app. Never dare anyone opened his microphone and interrupted the professor and asked a question. (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

Being used to be an active member in traditional class but now a ‘silent’ student in online class, Robert hoped to return to the traditional face-to-face classroom. Specifically, the mechanical feature of online class can be attributed to the following points: a) the moments of interaction are mechanically preset by teachers, and students have no chance to initiate an interaction; b) online course obstructs interactions among students, and communication would not happen if it bothers to open a we-chat or some other online applications, which prevents students from actively thinking; c) if there is an interaction, it would just be an one-to-one conversation that not welcome others because it would make one look impolite and disrespectful; d) the accessibility of reviewing the class discourages students from proposing questions in class. When talking about the last point, another participant, Stacy (pseudonym) said:

Actually, many times I did have some confusions, but in thought of my screen recording of the class I would choose to keep silent and to review the recordings and figured the confusions out by myself after the class. (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

2) The face-hiding feature of online class

One of the most direct impacts exerted by the face-hiding feature of online class is that students would be easily distracted from class. When asked why they keep silent in certain class, many times the participants answered ‘I just got lost’ (stimulated recall interview, June 3, June 4, July 1, 2020). What’s worse, being free from showing face in front of teachers, many of the participants told that they did not complete the assignments or preview the textbook as seriously as they did in traditional class. As a result, they performed inactively in class. Stacy said:

It was unavoidable to say that I was not that self-conscious in doing preparation work before class. What made me lazier was the notion that since the teacher did not know me and could not see my face, I would dodge a bullet. (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

Poor preview work, to a large extent, prevents students from active participation. It is highly related to the communication-oriented feature of postgraduate academic level lesson, which would be further explained in the following section. The point here is that the face-hiding feature of online class deteriorates the silence phenomenon by making students take chance to escape assignments or preview work that might be essential in next class. Similarly, in more than 4 rounds of the stimulated recall interview, when asked why the participants were silent in certain classes, nearly all of them told that ‘I did not preview the textbook’ or ‘I did not complete the homework, so I did not dare to open my mouth’ (stimulated recall interview, June 12, June 28, July 1, July 8, 2020).

However, another participant showed her preference for online class by praising its face-hiding feature. Emma (pseudonym) said:

Compared with face-to-face classroom, I preferred to speak in online class. You know, I was a little bit introverted, and hiding my face made me less nervous when I responded to teacher’s questions. (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

It thus demonstrates that the face-hiding function of online class is not solely negative nor positive on the issue of
classroom silence phenomenon. It depends on individuals.

3) Teachers’ inexperience in taking online class

One of the unexpected points emphasized by some participants is the concern for teachers’ unfamiliarity with the form of online class. As Robert reported:

Actually, many times we were not silent. We actually had made responses in a literal way. You know, there was a literally discussion area in the online classroom, but usually it was ignored by teachers, and when they notice the messages we posted, the time was over. Most of them seemed not familiar with the app. (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

In Robert’s words, it is sometimes the teachers’ lacking of experience in applying the online app that results in a false appearance of class silence that should have been avoided. Another participant, Emma (pseudonym), expressed similar opinion towards this issue:

Our teachers have been on their career for more than 10 or 20 years by taking face-to-face classes. It was the virus outbreak that forced them to try and accept a new form of class taking. So, it was unavoidable that they would imitate or even copy the traditional mode of teaching, for example, being teacher-centered. It was hard to make a change within a short semester. Let alone the teachers themselves were too busy to do so. (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

Teachers are ordered to take online class suddenly without any training or experience in it, and thus it is possible that teachers seldom redesign their teaching plan to fit into the form of online class. Specifically, teachers might not, intentionally, learn and make full use of the potential resources in online classroom to promote participation and interactions in class.

4.2 The Uniqueness of Postgraduate Academic Lesson

1) Difficulty of the course content

One of the participants, Emma, complained more than 5 times that the content of certain courses was too complicates for her to grasp. It seems that the difficulty of the courses constituted the main theme throughout her talking.

As I had mentioned, it was really hard for me to understand what teachers said in class unless I had already previewed the content extensively, I mean, more than 3 times of reviewing. What’s worse was the case that the material itself was too professional to understand. It made me feel that teachers were flying in a very high knowledge level but I was still a toddler. I mean, being silent in class did not mean I did not want to make a sound but that I was just unable to do so. (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

Compared with undergraduate academic years, courses taught in postgraduate period are much more professional and academic. Students who have never treaded into the field of academic research would find it a little hard to follow. At this point, Stacy said:

Well, relatively I was not that silent in our Social Linguistics course. It was not as incomprehensible as other courses, instead, it was quite close to our daily life. Linguistic phenomenon that introduced in the class actually were what we frequently met with, so it was not difficult to make a response in class (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

These responses suggest that the difficulty of the course does exert impact on students’ capability to participate in class interaction. However, it is interesting to find that in stimulated recall interviews, when asked why they did not make a response towards teachers’ questions, most of their responses were that ‘I did not preview the textbook’ or ‘I did not preview the article assigned’ (stimulated recall interview, June 12, June 28, July 1, July 8, 2020) instead of complaining the incomprehensibility of the class. Therefore, it suggests that, to some extent, the degree of the difficulty of the course depends part on students’ own commitment to their preview or preparation work before class. It will be discussed in detail in the following section.

2) Students’ commitment to their preview or preparation before the class

As mentioned above, in stimulated recall interviews, all participants told many times that the direct reason why they made no response in class was that their poor preview work unenabled them to do so. In the final in-depth interview, when talking about this issue, Stacy explained:

I admitted that most of the time I did not respond to teachers was just because of my ill-preparation, but I did not mean to. Every week I felt overwhelmed by different assignments from different courses. I got 8 different courses to take this semester and nearly every week all of them would leave some assignments. I was too exhausted to finish them all, so I just tried to complete the relatively more important ones. For example, the
ones would be checked or the ones that demanded us to share in class (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

It suggests that the poor preview work influences students’ class participation. For one reason, it is the arduous tasks that discourage them from sparing times to do preview. For another, compared with preview assignment, students would like to pay more attention to other homework that are higher demanded.

3) Students’ sense of responsibility

The participants are well aware of their different ‘identities’ in class, which arouses or weakens their sense of responsibility to break classroom silence. For example, Stacy, when asked why she participated much more actively in one certain course than any other classes, responded:

That was because the teacher of that course was my supervisor. When she initiated an interaction activity but no one responded, I felt obliged to break the silence. Most of the time I would try my best to do so, otherwise it would make me look irresponsible. (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

In postgraduate academic level, each student will be matched with a supervisor who assumes the duty of guiding the student in their academy. They usually get a rapport with each other out of class. In Stacy’s case, it is the very rapport with supervisor that encourages her to break silence in class. Another participant, Emma, also gave a similar response toward the same issue:

I was ordered to be a course monitor. I had to make some responses even if I did not know the right answer. I got to do my own job! (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

Those two participants get their own special identities in different courses, which endows them with special responsibilities --- to break silence in class. However, there is also another case, and that is the same participant, Stacy, said:

Well, in other courses, I never felt embarrassed if the whole class kept silent. Since no one stands out and make a response, why me? (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

It thus implies that the sense of responsibility also has double sides, which on the one hand urges students to break a silence and on the other impede them to do so.

4.3 The General Reasons

1) The classroom atmosphere

The whole classroom atmosphere can be both lively and dreary, which is a potential factor influencing students’ individual performance in class. When it comes to this issue, Robert responded:

I definitely chose to be silent when there was no one to make a sound. I didn’t want to be different. It would make me feel embarrassed. (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

Trying to be gregarious, this participant makes himself ‘fit into’ the silent classroom atmosphere. Whereas another participant, Emma, gave a polar opposite answer:

I did not like an embarrassing classroom atmosphere. Every time teachers proposed a question and no one responded, I felt I got the duty to change this situation. I used to be a teacher myself, I knew what that felt like when nobody in my class responded to me. It was disappointing, actually. (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

These statements reveal the double roles that the overall classroom atmosphere plays -- both fostering and impeding classroom silence. It depends on individual class members to ‘fit into’ the classroom atmosphere or to be the one standing out.

2) Teachers’ mode of teaching

The participants seem to be active in some classes but relatively silent in some others. Except for the reasons revealed above, such as the difficulty of the course content and students’ own sense of responsibility, participants also share their opinions towards teachers’ different modes of teaching. Robert said:

Honestly, some classes appeared to be too dreary to initiate an interaction, but there were also classes in which teachers intentionally design various forms of interaction, which not only included interaction between teachers and students, but also the ones between students and students as well as students and the course content. For example, firstly the teacher might divide us into several online groups and discussed about a problem, and afterwards she would pick one student from each group to share opinions and interact with the student, and at the same time members from the same group could also talk freely. I like this mode of learning and I always actively participated in. (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

It quite obvious that teachers’ mode of teaching affects students’ motivation of participation. More interactions designed,
more participation motivated, and as a result, less silence produced.

3) The capability of students

The participants sometimes use silence as a protection strategy in cases where they felt their language abilities and content knowledge were insufficient to express themselves clearly. Emma said:

You sometimes could not say what you really wanted to say. It sounded incomplete, and you didn’t want your peers ‘hanging in the air’. You started talking; these people kept waiting for you hoping that they would get something out of it. Then you just couldn’t talk ... Starting a comment which you won’t be able to finish was I thought sabotaging something that went just fine. (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

Similarly, some participants reported remaining silent in cases where they perceived that their questions or comments were not ‘significantly important’. Heavily influenced by the belief that students expose their intelligence or ignorance to the teachers through their posting of questions, participants frequently use their silence as a method to avoid exposing themselves. Just as Stacy reported:

Sometimes I did have something confusing me when teachers asked if we had any questions, but being afraid of exposing my distraction or my ignorance, I always kept silent and let my confusions gone with the wind. (in-depth interview, July 31, 2020)

5. Discussion

From both stimulated recall interviews and in-depth interviews, 3 categories of reasons, including 9 factors in total, are extracted to be helpful to interpret the reasons behind postgraduate online classroom silence. Based on the research findings, some insights are as follows:

Firstly, it’s hard to define some of the factors definitely as causing or helping break the online classroom silence. Some of them play double roles. According to Kalman (2008), silence is a subjective experience, which is highly contextual and individual dependent, making silence a complex issue to observe. In this study, as showed above, factors as the face-hiding feature of online class, students’ sense of responsibility as well as the classroom atmosphere all have double sides --- either causing or preventing online classroom silence. For example, as for the factor of classroom atmosphere, previous studies argue that students tend to follow the whole class when it comes a hesitation between keeping silent or making a response (Harumi, 2010; Rachel Zhou et al., 2005); whereas in this study a silent classroom atmosphere proves to be effective in bringing about silence and stimulating students to break it.

Secondly, the factors extracted are actually interrelated with each other, each of which cannot be separated as a single factor that causes or prevents online classroom silence. For example, as aforementioned, teachers who used to teach in traditional face-to-face class are unskilled in taking an online class, therefore both the factors of teachers’ inexperience in taking online class and the mechanical organization of online class have great impact on teachers’ mode of teaching. However, teachers who intentionally design their class with many interactions are more likely to create an active classroom atmosphere, therefore, teachers’ mode of teaching will in a step further influences the whole classroom atmosphere, which sometimes inspires or prevents students’ sense of responsibility to break silence. Similarly, as showed in the last section, the face-hiding feature of online class sometimes makes students take chances to escape from their preview homework, and this will make the students lag behind in understanding the course content. As a result, they will be incapable of actively participating in class. That is how the factors of the face-hiding feature of online class, students’ commitment to their preview work, the difficulty of the course content and students’ capability are interrelated with each other. The complete interconnections are presented in the following Figure 1.
Thirdly, in this study, the three factors, namely, classroom atmosphere, teachers’ mode of teaching and students’ capability are categorized as ‘the general reasons’ for the fact that they coincide with what have been found in previous research on traditional classroom silence (e.g., Carson & Nelson, 1996; Chaudron, 1998; Jackson, 2002; Kirkbride et al., 1991; Tsui, 1996; Liu & Littlewood 1997; Ping, 2010; Rachel Zhou et al., 2005). It suggests that no matter being online or face-to-face, the three essential components constituting a class, namely the classroom, the teacher as well as the students, always play a role in classroom silence, negatively or positively.

Lastly, one another interesting finding that deserves to be pointed out is that being afraid of losing face, in this study, never drives students to keep silent. “Face” is always a concern in the way students are expected to behave in Chinese classrooms. Proved by previous studies, the concern about “face” tends to cause many Chinese students to sit silently in classrooms (Jin & Cortazzi, 2006; Pu, 2009; Wen & Clement, 2010). Nevertheless, in this study, none of the participants mentioned about losing face in 21 rounds of stimulated recall interview, and when asked in the final in-depth interviews, they all showed no care for “face”. The reasons behind might be, one the one hand, students in 21-century tend to be more and more affected by an open and multi-cultural education environment, and, on the other hand, taking class online makes them more confident in speaking and interacting in class (Daisley, 1996).

6. Conclusion

Drawing on the approach of classroom observation, stimulated recall interview and in-depth interview, this study sheds light on how to interpret postgraduate students’ silence in online classroom. Specifically, nines reasons from three categories are found to contribute to online classroom silence, which are 1) the peculiarity of online class, which includes the reasons as a) the mechanical organization of online class, b) the face-hiding feature of online class, and c) teachers’ inexperience in taking online class; 2) the uniqueness of postgraduate academic lesson, including the reasons as a) the difficulty of the course content, b) students’ commitment to their preview or preparation before the class, and c) students’ sense of responsibility; and 3) the general reasons as a) teachers’ mode of teaching, b) the classroom atmosphere, and c) the capability of students. What more, these factors are found to be sometimes double-edged and always interconnected; general factors, namely, classroom atmosphere, teachers’ mode of teaching and students’ capability, are found to be influential in both traditional and online class; concerning for losing face, however, is found to be neglectable when explaining online classroom silence.

This study is not without limitations. Firstly, the findings drawn from the analysis of three postgraduate students in China cannot be generalized to other contexts; secondly, the classroom observation method applied in this study serves only for better conducting the stimulated recall interview. There was actually a lack of observational data on how each participant behave in each class. Future research can thus continue to explore online classroom silence through qualitative methods supported by quantitative data.
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